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HIGHEST PERFORMANCE THANKS TO 
ADJUSTABLE TORQUE WRENCHES
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TORQUE WRENCHES WITH MEASUREMENT 
DATA COLLECTION
Some applications in industry and consumer goods require the acquisition of measurement data to com-
ply with legal guidelines. These legal guidelines require proof of compliance with certain assembly steps 
and requirements to ensure safety standards. For example, proof must be provided of the torque used 
to tighten nuts or bolts during the installation of wind turbines or roller coasters. In other applications, 
documentation of certain assembly steps may result, among other things, in fewer verifications. For 
example, documenting how tightly the wheel nuts have been tightened when changing them may mean 
that it is not necessary to tighten them again until a certain number of kilometres have been travelled.

This means that the collection of measurement 
data during assembly steps can, on the one 
hand, increase the safety of the people working 
with the machines and, on the other hand, re-
duce the effort required for safety-relevant tests.

Measurement data acquisition requires sen-
sor technology that converts physical quantity 
into electrical quantity and electronics that re-
cord and evaluate measurement data so that it 
can be documented for verification purposes. 
The information from the electric motors is normal-
ly used for the acquisition of torque information. 
Their voltage and current are a measure of the 
energy consumed. The input power with addi-
tional information about the geometry of the 

Temperature influences on the electric motor can also cause the intrinsic ohmic resistance of copper 
coatings to change. This causes a change in the current consumption and therefore in the energy 
consumption of the electric motor. As a result of these changing conditions, the electric motor ope-
rates at a different operating point. This operating point change requires an adjustment of the torque 
calculation. In order to take into account these error influences, which accumulate during operation, 
a certain safety margin must be taken into account. The tools used must be designed in such a way 
as to achieve this safety margin, i.e. the required torque plus a certain error. This means that the 
tools used must be large in size in order to be suitable for the application and, on the other hand, 
they must be checked at regular intervals to ensure that they still meet the necessary requirements. A 
much simpler and safer system can be achieved if the torque is recorded directly at the measurement 
point where the required torque must be achieved.

tool can be used to calculate the output torque. 
This calculation depends on several factors. 
For example, due to ageing of the bearings of 
a torque wrench, its efficiency may change. 

As a result, the input power, which is calculated 
using current and voltage, does not correspond 
to the effective power and is therefore defective.

The torque sensors currently available on the market are not commercially interesting for these ap-
plications, as they are expensive and it is difficult to have the necessary installation space, so it is 
not always possible to integrate them into the application. Magnetic Sense is currently working on 
a solution to measure these torques directly using a magnetic-inductive torque or force sensor. The 
technology is based on the detection of an interaction between the coupled magnetic fields and the 
magnetic properties of waves that change due to the application of force. The use of magnetic field 
sensors has become very popular in recent years. The sensors can be constructed in such a way that 
they are extremely robust against possible interference and can be used over a long period of time. 

MAGNETIC SENSE TORQUE SENSOR

 Non-contact measuring principle
 Insensitive to mechanical overloads 
 Digital literalised output signal
 Robust against interference fields
 No mechanical or magnetic processing of the measuring point
 No specific requirements for shaft material
 No aging effects

Illustration 1: Magnetic Sense torque sensor
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Parameter ² Min Typical value Max Unit

Measuring range (Nm) Unlimited Nm

Speed range Unlimited U/min

Absolute accuracy ± 1.5 ± 1.0 ± 0.5 % FS

Resolution (16 Bit) ± 0,01 ± 0.01 ± 0,01 % FS

Reproducibility ± 0,06 ± 0.3 ± 0,2 % FS

Nonlinearity ± 0,25 ± 0.25 ± 0.25 % FS

Noise performance ± 0.06 ± 0.03 ± 0.02 % FS

Hysteresis ± 0,1 ± 1 ± 1 % FS

Reaction time - 2 1 ms

Temperature range -40 25 85 °C

Temperature dependence ± 0.4 ± 0.2 % ± 0.1 % FS / 10K

Temperature accuracy  (on board 
T-sensor)

± 0.5 ± 0.5 ± 0.5 °C
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